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I.
This declaratory judgment action is a state-court companion to patent litigation
pendin g in the United State District Court for the District of Delaware (the “patent
litigation”) involving U.S. Patent No. 5,243,627 (the A>627 patent@). The >627 patent
relates to techno logy for error co rrection in digital data transmis sion syste ms used in
high definition televisions (AHDTV@). The parties in this litigation dispute whether
the current holder of the >627 patent, plaintiff, Rembrandt Technologies, L.P.
(ARembrandt@), must giv e the defe ndant, Harris Corporation (AHarris@), a license to the
>627 patent on reasonable and non-discriminatory (ARAND@) terms.
Remb randt, throug h its com plaint and propo sed ame nded co mplaint, seeks a
preemp tive declaratio n that it ow es no licen se to Ha rris or, alter natively, th at this
licensing dispute cannot be adjudicated until certain factual and legal issues are either
acknowledged by Harris here or resolved in the patent litigation.1 Harris, throug h its
counterclaim, seeks a declaration that Rembrandt ow es it a license on RAND terms,
and further seeks a declaration of what those terms should be. Accord ing to Harris,
these matters can be resolv ed separ ate and ap art from the paten t litigation. P resently
before the Court are the parties= cross motions for partial summary judgment and
1

Harris initially filed an action for declaratory judgment against Rembrandt in the United States
District Court for the Middle District of Florida, but the action was dismissed for lack of personal
jurisdiction. Rembrandt then filed this action for declaratory relief on essentially the same claims
that had been raised by Harris in Florida.
1

Rembrandt=s motion to dismis s for lack of subje ct matter ju risdiction .
After carefully considering the cross motions, fully briefed and pre sented w ith
oral argum ent, the C ourt has conclud ed that, according to the clear and unambiguous
terms of the 1995 patent statement issued by Rembrandt=s predecessor, AT&T,
Rembrandt owes Harris a license to the >627 patent under RAND terms to the extent
the patent is Aessential@ to the implementation of the HDTV standard set by the
Advanced Television System Committee (AATSC@). Harris is entitled to a trial to
resolve any rem aining d isputed f actual issues relating to Rembrandt’s licensing
obligations; it need not await the determination of Aessentiality@ in the federal patent
litigation before it can obtain the declaratory relief it seeks here. The Court can
presume essentiality, witho ut makin g that factu al or legal d etermina tion, in or der to
resolve this limited aspect of the parties= larger dispute in a manner most efficient for
the parties and the Court. According ly, Harris= motion for partial summary judgment
is GRANTED and Rembrandt=s motion for partial summary judgment and dismissal
of counterclaims is DENIED.
II.
A.

The Parties

Rembrandt is a New Jersey Limited Partnership engaged in patent enforcement
activities. The >627 pa tent was originally issued to AT& T IPM Corp. ( “AT& T”) in

2

September, 1993. AT& T assign ed the pa tent to Lu cent Tec hnolog ies, Inc. w hich, in
turn, assigned it to Paradyne Corporation. Rembrandt acquired the patent from
Paradyne on December 9, 2004.
Harris is a Delaware corporation with headquarters in Melbourne, Florida. It
is an intern ational co mmun ications and info rmation technolo gy com pany tha t, inter
alia, manufactures and sells transmission equipment for digital and HDTV
broadcasting. In doing so, it has employed techn ology th at Remb randt alleg es is
covered by the >627 pa tent.
B.

The ATSC Standard and Patent Policy

The ATSC is a non-profit standard-setting organization comprised of various
constituen ts of the television broadcast industry. It was established in cooperation
with the United States government to set standards that will en sure that H DTV in this
country is of the highest quality and that technology related to HDTV is Ainterope rable
with other m edia.” 2 After much work, a group of entities charged with developing
HDTV technology, known as the AGrand Alliance,@ prepared a standard in conjunction
with the ATSC that would ensure that HDTV systems developed in this country were
of the highest quality. This standard, ATSC A-53, was adopted by the Federal
Comm unication s Com mission in 1996 , giving it th e force o f law.

2

See www.atsc.org
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In recognition that all companies seeking to compete in the HDTV industry
would have to comply with the ATSC standard, the ATSC promulgated a patent
policy to ensur e that the standard could be implemented within the industry without
undue hardship . Pursuant to this patent policy, members of the Grand Alliance
committed to the FCC that the y wou ld license th e techno logy nec essary to c omply
with the ATSC standard on RAND terms to the extent patents held by member
companies were Aessential@ to the standard. This commitment eventually took the
form of a Apatent statement@ submitte d by me mbers o f the Gr and A lliance to the
ATSC. AT&T, a member of the Grand Alliance, submitted its patent statement to the
ATSC in 1995 , and the s tatement was reiterated by AT&T=s successor, Lucent
Technologies, in 1996. AT&T=s patent statement, given by its President, James E.
Lamar , provid ed in per tinent par t:
[W]e will licens e our pa tents wh ich relate to the ATSC Standard for
HDTV, to the extent that the claims of such patents are directed toward
and are essential to the implementation of the Standard. Such licenses
will be granted under reasonable terms and conditions on a nondiscriminatory, non-exclusive basis. Such reasonable terms and
conditions would include a reasonable royalty and a grant of licenses to
us.3
For purposes of this litigation, the parties agree that Harris’ television produ cts
comply with the ATSC standard.

3

D.I. 96, at Ex. 9.
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C.

Rembrandt Acquires and Seeks To Enforce The 627 Patent

As stated, Rembrandt acquired the >627 pa tent in December, 2004. Thereafter,
it set about enforcing the patent against potential infringement. To this end, currently
pending in the United States District Court for the District of Delaware is consolidated
multi-dis trict litigation in which Rembrand t is seeking to enforce its >627 patent
against several alleged patent infringers. In that litigation, Rembrandt has maintained
that the >627 patent is essential to the ATSC standard. The defendants, it appears,
have de nied that th e ‘627 p atent is valid and hav e denied that it is essential to ATSC
standard. Apparently, an admissio n of esse ntiality by H arris in this litigation w ould
be tantamount to an admission of infringe ment tha t could b e used ag ainst defe ndants
in the pate nt litigation .
D.

Rembrandt Acknowledges That It Is Bound By AT&T’s Patent
Statement

Rembran dt’s initial complaint in this action called the question of wh ether it
was bound by AT&T=s patent statement. Through discovery, however, it now appears
that, at the time it ac quired th e ‘627 p atent, Rembrandt had notice (either constructive
or actual) of AT&T=s comm itment in its patent sta tement to grant licenses on essential
patents. For purposes of this litigation, Rembrandt has no w ackn owled ged that it is
bound by that commitment. It appears that Remb randt also acknow ledges th at Harris
is a third party beneficiary of AT&T’s commitment to license essential patents and
5

that Harris may enforce that commitment to the extent the contractual conditions
precedent are satisfied.4 Rembrandt has not, however, conceded that Harris is entitled
to a license in the absence of an agreement or determination that the >627 patent is
essential to the ATSC standard.5
III.
The controversy here boils down to this: Harris has asked the Court to declare
that it is entitled to a license on the >627 patent on RAND terms and wants the Court
to set those terms, all without determining whether the >627 patent is essential to the
ATSC standard. According to Harris, there is no material issue of disputed fact as to
essentiality since Re mbran dt has co nsistently m aintained that the A627 pa tent is
essential. To require H arris to ad mit as mu ch in this litig ation, says Harris, w ould
serve no legitimate purpose and would serve only to provide Rembrandt with an
undeserved strategic advantage in the patent litigation. Rembrandt, on the other hand,
argues that the clear and unambiguous language of the patent statement upon which
Harris seeks relie f require s Remb randt to lic ense on ly those p atents that are essential
4

See D.I. 122 (Rembrandt answering brief implicitly conceding that Rembrandt is bound by AT&T=s
patent statement and that Harris may avail itself of that contractual commitment, but arguing that
Harris may do so only after a determination is made (by litigation or stipulation) that the >627 patent
is essential to the ATSC standard); D.I. 148 (same concession made at oral argument); D.I. 127, Ex.
A, &4 (proposed amended complaint in which Rembrandt states: ATo bring this dispute to resolution,
Rembrandt is willing to license the >627 patent to Harris on RAND terms (such terms to be
determined by the Court), provided that Harris agrees that the >627 patent is in fact essential to the
ATSC standard...@).
5

Id. As discussed below, Rembrandt has not conceded other factual issues relating to Harris’
entitlement to the license, e.g., waiver, estoppel, and other affirmative defenses.
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to the ATSC standard. According to R embrandt, since essen tiality is at the heart of
the patent inf ringem ent litigation , this Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction to make
that determin ation. Th us, accor ding to R embran dt, if Harris is unwilling to concede
essentiality in this litigation, then Harris cannot obtain a license on the ‘627 patent
until the iss ue of ess entiality is res olved.
Harris replies by urging the Court not to place it in the “damned if you do,
damned if you don’t” box that Rembrandt is seeking to place it in here. Harris argues
that the Court need not secure a confession on essentiality before it turns to the matter
of setting RAND terms for the license. Rather, the Court can assum e essentiality,
since neither party has indicated in this litigation that the ‘627 patent is not esse ntial,
and mo ve directly to the term s on w hich the lic ense w ill be gran ted.
IV.
Harris has move d the Cou rt for partial sum mary judgm ent on Rem brandt’s
initial claim for declaratory relief in which it sought a declaration that it is not obliged
to offer a license to Harris because it is not bound by the AT&T patent statement. As
previou sly noted, that claim has been abandoned by Rembrandt in favor of a defense
to Harris’ counterclaim in which R embrandt contends that Harris is not entitled to a
license because it continues to dispute whether vel non the ‘627 patent is es sential. 6
6

Rembrandt has reserved the right to argue that its contractual obligations do not extend beyond the
terms of the AT&T patent statement. Rembrandt also reserves the right to argue that Harris’ request
for a license was not timely made such that Harris has waived its contractual right to a license. Both
matters are fact-intensive and not susceptible to summary disposition.
7

During the course of briefing the cross motions the parties have ad dressed in detail the
bona fides of Harris’ counterclaim and Rembrandt’s defense to that claim.
Accordingly, for the sake of efficiency, the Court will deem Harris’ current motion
as a motion for partial summary judgment on Count I of Rembrandt’s complaint and
on Count VI of Harris’ counterclaim (in which it seeks a declaration that it is entitled
to a license on the ‘627 patent on RAND terms).
Rembrandt has moved for partial summary judgment on H arris’ cou nterclaim
on the ground that the claim is not ripe f or decisio n until the issue of e ssentiality is
addressed, either by stipulation of the parties or by decision in the patent litigation.
Rembrandt has also moved to dismiss the counterclaim on the ground that the Court
lacks subject m atter jurisd iction to re solve a su bstantial predicate issu e in this
licensing dispute - - the essen tiality of the ‘6 27 paten t.
The Court’s principal function when considering a motion for summary
judgment is to examine the record to determine whether genuine issues of material
fact exist. 7 Summary judgment will be granted if, after viewing the record in a light
most favorable to a non-moving party, no genuine issues of material fact exist and the
moving party is en titled to judgment as a matter of law.8 If, however, the record
reveals that material facts are in dispute, or if the factual record has not been
7

Oliver B. Cannon & Sons, Inc. v. Dorr-Oliver, Inc., 312 A.2d 322, 325 (Del. Super. Ct. 1973).

8

Id.
8

developed thorou ghly eno ugh to a llow the Court to apply the law to the factual record
sub judice, then summary judgment will not be granted.9
The moving party bears the initial burden of demonstrating that the undisputed
facts support his legal claims. 10 If the motion is properly supported, then the burden
shifts to the non-moving party to demonstrate that there are material issues of fact for
resolution by the ultim ate fact-finder or that the legal theories raised in support of the
motion are deficie nt. 11 As stated, when reviewing the record, the Court must view the
evidence in the light most favorable to the non-m oving party. 12
A motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction can take either of two
forms: it can attack subject matter jurisdiction based on the face of the complaint, or
it can attack subject matter jurisdiction in fact (a so-called “factual attack”).13 When
considering on attack based on the face of the c omplain t, the cour t must acc ept all
allegations in the complaint as true.14 When evaluating a factual attack on th e court’s
subject matter jurisdiction, however, contrary to the procedure invoked by other Rule
9

Ebersole v. Lowengrub, 180 A.2d 467, 470 (Del. 1962).

10

Moore v. Sizemore, 405 A.2d 679, 680 (Del. 1979) (citing Ebersole, 180 A.2d at 470).

11

See Brzoska v. Olson, 668 A.2d 1355, 1364 (Del. 1995).

12

See United Vanguard Fund, Inc. v. Takecare, Inc., 693 A.2d 1076, 1079 (Del. 1997); Brzoska, 668
A.2d at 1364.
13

See Mortensen v. First Fed. Savings & Loan Assoc., 549 F.2d 884, 891 (3d Cir. 1977).

14

Id.
9

12 motions, 15 the cour t is “free to w eigh the e vidence and satisfy itself as to the
existence of its power to hear the case.” 16 As the court considers whether it has
subject matter jur isdiction o ver a disp ute,“no p resump tive truthf ulness atta ches to
plaintiff’s allegation s [in its com plaint], and the existen ce of disp uted ma terial facts
will not prec lude the c ourt fro m evalu ating for itself the merits of jurisdictional
claims.” 17 The burden is upon the plaintiff (or counterclaim plaintiff) to prove “that
jurisdictio n does in fact exist.” 18
In this case, Rembrandt has mounted a factual attack on the Court’s subject
matter jurisdiction over Harris’ counterclaims. Accordingly, to the extent necessary,
the Court w ill look be yond th e allegation s in the pleadings to determine whether it has
jurisdiction to adjudicate those claims.
V.
Harris’ right to a lic ense, if any, is a creature of contract. Absent the AT&T
patent statemen t, neither H arris nor any othe r participant in the HDTV industry
practicing the ATSC standard would have a right to a license on the ‘6 27 paten t.19
15

See e.g. Ramunno v. Cawley, 705 A.2d 1029, 1034 (Del. 1998)(consideration of factual matters
outside the pleadings converts Rule 12 motion to a motion for summary judgment under Rule 56).
16

Mortensen, 549 F.2d at 891.

17

Id.

18

Id.

19

D.I. 148 at 5 (transcript of oral argument on motion for summary judgment).
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Accordingly, the Court must look first to the contract to determine the rights and
obligations of the parties. If the contract requires Rembrandt to license only those
patents that are, in fact, essential to the standard, then the Court must determine
whether a determ ination o f essentiality is require d in this litigation and, if so, whether
it has sub ject matter ju risdiction to make the essentiality determination in this case.
If the Court decides that it has jurisdiction over this dispute, then the Court must go
on to address whether the dispute is ripe for resolution and, if so, the manner in which
it will be addressed going forward. This is the analytical roadmap the Cou rt will
follow to resolv e the cros s motion s.
A.

The AT&T Patent Statement Is Unambiguous

The construction, meaning and legal effect of a written instrument is a matter
of law for the Court. 20 In this case, both parties have agreed that the AT&T patent
statement is clear and unambiguou s.21 Not surprisingly, however, both parties differ
as to the mean ing of its terms. And both have offered extrinsic evidence as further
support of their competing interpretations of the contract terms in the event the Court
finds ambigu ity. Acco rdingly, th e Cour t must first determine whether the patent
statement is ambiguous before end eavoring to construe its terms.
20

See Hudson v. State Farm Mut. Ins. Co., 569 A.2d 1168, 1170 (Del. 1990).

21

See D.I. 122 at 15 (Rembrandt Reply Brief: “Giving the language used in the [patent statement]
its plain meaning...”); D.I. 148 at 10 (Counsel for Harris at oral argument: “The language of the
[patent statement] I think is very clear on this particular point...”).
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1.

The P arol Ev idence Rule

The parol evidence rule requires that “[w]hen two parties have made a contract
and have expressed it in a writing to w hich they have bo th assente d as the co mplete
and accurate in tegration of that co ntract, evidence, whether parol or otherwise, of
antecedent understandings and negotiations will not be admitted for the purpose of
varying or contradicting the writing .”22 To comply w ith this rule, the court must begin
its construction of the contract by determinin g whether the contract clearly and
accurately reflects the agreement of the parties. 23

A contract is not rendered

ambiguous simply because the parties disagree as to the meaning of its terms.24
Amb iguity does arise, however, when the contract provisions in controversy “are
reasona bly or fairly susceptible of different interpretations or may have two or more
different meanin gs.” 25 If, after careful consideration, the court determines that the
contract is a clear and accurate reflection of the parties’ inte nded ag reemen t, extrinsic
evidence will not be considered and the interpretation is limited to the four corners of

22

26 CORBIN ON CONTRACTS § 573 (1960).

23

Interim Healthcare, Inc. v. Spherion Corporation, 884 A.2d 513, 546 (Del.Super.Ct.
2005)(citations omitted), aff’d, 886 A.2d 1278 (Del. 2005)(table).
24

Id. at 547.

25

Id. (citing Rhone-Poulenc Basic Chem. Co. v. American Motorists, Ins. Co., 616 A.2d 1192, 1196
(Del. 1992)).
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the contract. 26 “The true test is not what the parties to the contract intended it to mean,
but what a reasonable person in the position of the parties would have tho ught it
meant.” 27
After carefully review ing the A T&T patent state ment, the Court c oncurs with
the parties - the contract is not ambiguous. As explained below, when considered
from the perspective of a “reasonable person’s” interpretation of the terms, guided by
settled principle s of con tract construction, the patent statement clearly defines the
patent holder’s obligation to offer licenses on essential patents. Accordingly, the
Court will not consider the extrinsic evidence offered by either party when construing
the patent state ment.

T he review will be lim ited to the “four corners” of the

docum ent. 28
2.

The Four Corners Interpretation of the Patent Statement

To reiter ate, the A T&T patent state ment rea ds, in per tinent par t:
[W]e will license our patents which relate to the ATSC Standard for
HDTV, to the extent that the claims of such pa tents are directed toward
and are essen tial to the implementation of the Standard. Such licenses
will be gran ted under reasonable terms and conditions on a non26

Id.

27

Lorillard Tobacco Co. v. American Legacy Found., 903 A.2d 728, 740 (Del. 2006)(citations
omitted).
28

Specifically, the Court will disregard the extensive “industry practice” evidence submitted by both
parties. How standard-setting organizations, the HDTV industry, or intellectual property
commentators interpret and/or implement licensing obligations vis a vis industry standards cannot
amend or alter the clear and unambiguous provisions of the AT&T patent statement.
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discriminatory, non-exclusive basis. Such reasonable terms and
conditions would include a reasona ble royalty and a gr ant of licen ses to
us.29
As remarkable as it may seem, the highlighted words - - only two words - - embody
the entirety of this controversy. Rembrandt argues that “are essen tial” mean s “are, in
fact, essential.” It contends that essentiality in fact is required before the licensing
obligation is triggered . If the parties cannot agree whether the patent is essential, then
a determination of essentiality is required be fore Re mbran dt can be compe lled to
license its patent. Harris, on the other hand, contends that “are essential” means “are
declared [by the patent holder] to be essential.” It contends that once Rembrandt
declares a patent to be essential to the ATSC standard, Rembrandt must license that
patent in a ccordan ce with th e AT& T paten t statemen t.
In a sense, b oth parties are correct in their interpretation of the operative
language of the AT&T patent statement - - Rembrandt in a literal sense and H arris in
a practical se nse. As discusse d below, “are essential” means what it says - - the
patents referred to in the patent statement are those that are, in fact, essential to the
standard. How one practically considers whether a patent is essential, however, from
the perspective of a “reasonable person in the parties’ position,” depends largely on
the context in which the question is raised.30
29

D.I. 96, at Ex. 9 (emphasis supplied).

30

See Lorillard Tobacco Co., 903 A.2d at 740.
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a.

The Plain Meaning of The Contract

As to the literal interpretation of the disputed phrase, basic rules of grammar
expose the plain meaning of th e word s. “Are” is the prese nt plural o f the verb “to
be.” 31 A noun (“patents”) followed by the verb to be (“are”), a so-called “linking”
verb, followed by an adjective (“essential”), presents the classic example of a subject
being linked d irectly to its co mplem ent. 32 In the case of the patent statement, the
reference to “patent” is linked d irectly to the adjective “essential” by the verb “are” meaning that AT &T co mmitted to license th ose paten ts that had attained the “state
of being” essential to the ATSC standard.33 By definition, this means Rembrandt m ust
license only those patents that are, in fact, essential to the standard. To hold otherw ise
would be to twist and torture the abundantly clear and unambiguous language of the
contract. 34
b.

A Practical Application of the C ontra ct’s Pla in Meaning

When Rembrandt initiated this declaratory judgment action in this Court, it

31

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/are.htm When terms are not defined, Delaware
courts will not hesitate to look to dictionaries for help in defining those terms. See Lorillard Tobacco
Co., 903 A.2d at 738.
32

See http://www.grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/verbs.htm

33

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/are.htm (Defining “Is” and “Are”).

34

Unlike some, the Court does not subscribe to the notion that the verb “is” or its plural “are” can
be the subject of ambiguity. The Court is satisfied, therefore, that the proper interpretation of the
patent statement does not “depend on what the meaning of the word is is.”
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contested whether it was bound by the AT&T patent statement. Through discovery,
Rembrandt has determined that its position on this issue was not grounded in fact and,
to its credit, it has now conceded the point. Throughout the litigation, Rembrandt has
maintained that the ‘62 7 patent is essential to the ATSC standard. In patent parlance,
it has “declared” the patent to be essential. Harris argues that, for pur poses o f this
litigation and this C ourt’s inte rpretation of the A T&T patent state ment, the ‘627 patent
is essential b ecause R embran dt has de clared it to be essential. Harris’ practical
interpretation of the contract is well founded. Rembrandt (the plaintiff) has alleged
that its ‘627 is e ssential an d Harr is (the def endant) , while not admitting the point, has
not disputed it either. There is, theref ore, “no g enuine is sue [of] m aterial fact” w ith
respect to essentiality.35
c.

The Patent Litigation Complicates The Interpretation
of The Contract

Notwithstanding its declaration that the ‘627 patent is essential, Rembrandt
urges the Court to extract fro m Har ris an adm ission of essentiality as a predic ate to
any judicial de claration th at Remb randt ow es a license to Harris on the patent. Of
course, Harris’ admission of essentiality here would amount to an admission of

35

See Del. Super. Ct. Civ. R. 56(c). See also Nokia Corp. v. Qualcomm, Inc., 2006 WL 2521328 at
* 1 (D. Del.)(“It is not necessary ... to determine whether the patents at issue are in fact “essential”
because Defendant has already voluntarily declared them essential.”); Vines v. Hodges, 422 F. Supp.
1292, 1296 n. 2 (D. D.C. 1976)(only disputed issues of material fact will preclude summary
judgment); Woods v. New York, 469 F. Supp. 1127, aff’d, 614 F.2d 1293 (2d Cir. 1979)(unrebutted
assertions of fact deemed “undisputed” for summary judgment purposes).
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infringe ment in th e federal p atent litigatio n. Adv antage R embran dt.
Not to be outflanked, H arris has taken R embrand t’s declaratio n of esse ntiality
in the paten t litigation, uncontradicted in the summary judgment record sub judice,
and has demanded from Rembrandt a license on RAND terms pursuant to the AT&T
patent statement.

At the same time that Har ris seeks to utilize Re mbrandt’s

declaration of essentiality to its advantage in this litigation, Harris’ customers are
contesting essentiality in the ongoing patent litigation. T hus, if it pr evails her e, Harris
will obtain its license from Rembrandt on RAND terms and enjoy the benefits of that
license while simultaneously it endorses a challenge in the federal court to the very
factual predicate (essentiality) upon which the license was issued. Advantage H arris.
To some extent, the Court finds itself in the role of unwitting pawn in the larger
dispute that exists between Rembrandt and Harris and Rembrandt and other members
of the HD TV in dustry.

It is difficult to discern who, as between Harris and

Remb randt, is “gaming” the Court more. Both have cried foul. At the end of the day,
in the Cou rt’s mind , the pena lties offset. The Court is willing to help the parties
resolve this limited aspect of their larger dispute, but only to the extent that the
resolution is real and results from a meaningful use of the Cou rt’s (and the litigants’)
time and ene rgy. This litig ation w ill proceed to conclu sion, bu t only if the Court is
and con tinues to b e satisfied th at it is resolv ing a ripe , bona fide controversy.

17

B.

This Court Has S ubject Matter Jurisdiction Over This Dispu te

Rembrandt correctly observes that if this Court had to determine whether the
‘627 patent is essential before it determines whether Rembrandt owes a license to
Harris, then this Court would lack subject matter jurisdiction over this entire
controversy. In orde r for the Court to determine, on a disputed record, whether the
‘627 patent is, in fact, essential to the ATSC standard, the Court first would have to
determine whether the ‘627 patent was valid (patent validity) and, if so, whether
implementation of the standard would infringe the patent (infringement). Both issues
are matters of federal statutory law over which the federal courts have exclusive
subject matter jurisdiction.36
After carefully considering the parties’ positions regarding the procedural
posture in which the Court will interpret the AT&T patent statement, the Court has
determined that it need not “determine” whether the ‘627 p atent is essential when
Rembrandt itself has v ehemen tly maintained that its patent is essential, both here and
in the patent litigation, and the r ecord p rovides no basis (one w ay or the o ther) to
question that assertion.37 For pu rposes o f this litigatio n, the ‘62 7 patent is, in fact,

36

See 28 U.S.C. §1338(a)(“jurisdiction shall be exclusive of the courts of the states in patent ...
cases.”).
37

See Nokia, supra.
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essential because Remb randt ha s declared it essential. 38 Thus, the Court can proper ly
exercise subject matter jurisdic tion ove r this con tractual licen sing disp ute becau se it
will not allow the parties to subm it and will not consider matters of federal patent law
in this litigation.39
C.

The Court Will Resolve The Waiver And Other Affirmative
Defenses And, If Appropriate, Will Determine RAND Terms For
The License

“The Court, in furtherance of convenience or to avoid prejudice, or when
separate trials will b e condu cive to ex pedition and eco nomy, m ay order a separate trial
of any claim ... or of any separate issue ... or issues.” 40 The issu e of essen tiality is
“separable” from the other issues implicated by the parties’ claims and cross claims
and can be tried separate and apart from the claims at issue here.41 The mere fact that
38

To reiterate, the Court has not considered the issue of essentiality on the merits so this decision can
have no fact or issue preclusive effect in the federal patent litigation. See Higgins v. Walls, 901 A.2d
122, 137 (Del. Super. Ct. 2005)(“In order for collateral estoppel to apply, ... the prior issue [has to
have been] finally adjudicated on the merits....”).
39

The Court notes that, in addition to challenging subject matter jurisdiction, Rembrandt has
challenged one of “the four prerequisites” for declaratory judgment jurisdiction - - “ripeness.” See
Schick Inc. v. ACTWU, 533 A.2d 1235, 1238 (Del. Ch. 1987)(noting that four prerequisites for an
“actual controversy” that can be resolved by declaratory judgment are: “(1) It must be a controversy
involving the rights or other legal relations of the party seeking declaratory relief; (2) it must be a
controversy in which the claim of right or other legal interest is asserted against one who has an
interest in contesting the claim; (3) the controversy must be between parties whose interests are real
and adverse; (4) the issue involved in the controversy must be ripe for judicial determination.” The
Court will address the ripeness argument below.
40

Del. Super. Ct. Civ. R. 42(b).

41

See, Nokia Corp., 2006 WL 2521328, at * 2; Ericsson Inc. v. Samsung Elect. Co., Ltd., 2007 WL
1202728, at * 2 (E.D. Tex. Apr. 20, 2007).
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the ‘627 patent is the subject of a separate patent validity and infringement action does
not preclude Harris from seeking to enfor ce any rig hts it may have to a license on the
patent. 42
Pursuant to its authority under Rule 42 (b), the C ourt has determin ed that a
separate trial of the following issues “will be conducive to exped ition and econom y:” 43
(1) wheth er Harr is has w aived its rig ht to a licen se on the ‘627 pa tent; 44 (2)whether
Harris is estopped fr om seek ing a licen se on the ‘627 pa tent; 45 (3) whether Harr is’
claim to a license is barred by “applic able limitatio ns doctr ines” or “la ches;” 46 (4)
whether Rembrandt is excused from performance by virtue of Harris’ “material
breach” of contract;” 47 and (5) to the extent Rembrandt’s affirmative defenses are not
valid, the appropriate, binding RAND terms for the license.48

42

See Medimmune, Inc. v. Genetech, Inc., 549 U.S. 118, 127 S.Ct. 764, 773 (2007).

43

See Del. Super. Ct. Civ. R. 42(b); Ericsson Inc., 2007 WL 1202728, at *2 (applying Rule 42 to
order trial of licensing issues separate from patent issues).
44

See D.I. 16 (Rembrandt response to Amended Counterclaim, Third Affirmative Defense).

45

See Id. at Second Affirmative Defense.

46

See Id. at Fourth and Eighth Affirmative Defenses.

47

See Id. at Tenth Affirmative Defense.

48

The Court recognizes that time remains on the dispositive motion deadline set by the Court and
that some of these issues may be resolved by further motion practice or stipulation of the parties.
For purposes of clarity, the Court notes that Rembrandt’s First, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Ninth,
Eleventh, Twelfth, and Thirteenth Affirmative Defenses are rejected either because they have been
abandoned by Rembrandt or for reasons stated in this opinion.
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One final point must be addressed. Prior to sub mitting the cross motions sub
judice for decision, the parties discussed whether the issues in controversy could be
narrowed and, in th is regard, discusse d whe ther roya lties paid o n the licen se wou ld
be non-re fundab le in the event the licensing agreement was collaterally attacked in the
patent litigation. They were u nable to a gree on this poin t. The Court has considered
this question in the context of its “ripeness ” analysis. In keep ing with the C ourt’s
admon ition that it w ill resolve th is licensing dispute as reque sted by H arris, but o nly
in a meanin gful w ay, the Co urt’s declaratory judgment will include a provision that
all royalties paid pursuant to the RAND license will not be subject to refund in the
event the license is collaterally attacked (either because the ‘627 patent is deemed
invalid or other wise). A s explain ed below , in the abs ence of s uch a de claration, the
Court’s declaratory judgment would be not only purely advisory but illusory as well.
Delaware courts will not sanction the use of the Declaratory Judgm ent statute
“as a means of eliciting advisory opinions from the courts.” 49 “In determining
whether an action is ripe for judicial determination, a practical judgm ent is
required .”50 And, when exercisin g this “pra ctical judg ment,” o ur cour ts are urg ed to
employ a “common sense evaluation” of the legal issues presen ted and the
circumstances in which they are raised to determine if an actual controversy exists and
49

See Stroud v. Milliken Ent., Inc., 552 A.2d 476, 479 (Del. 1989).

50

Id. at 480.
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whether the court’s decision will resolve that controv ersy.51
Here, the Court has concluded that it can adju dicate the claims for declaratory
relief notwith standing that the pa tent upo n whic h these cla ims are b ased is su bject to
attack in the patent litigation. Harris has represented that once the Court’s declaratory
judgment is entered as a final ju dgmen t (after any appeals h ave been exhaus ted) it will
comply with that judgment in all respects, including paying any royalty fees required
by the license that is given.52 The Court takes Harris at its word. If, by virtue of
determinations made in the paten t litigation, H arris has a collateral basis to attack the
license, then it may do so. The Court’s determination of Rembrandt’s licensing
obligations would not have been advisory since that license will govern the parties
relationsh ip until such time as it is modified by the parties or set aside by a court of
competent jurisdictio n. Stated differently, the license, determined by declaratory
judgment to be valid and binding, will finally resolve and define the par ties’
contractual rights regarding use of technology covered by the ‘627 patent - - a matter
currently in dispute between the parties. 53 If, however, Harris also seeks to recoup
51

Id. at 480-81. See also N. Am. Phillips Corp. v. Aetna Cas. & Surety Co., 565 A.2d 956, 961 (Del.
Super. 1989)(“When deciding whether an issue is ripe for adjudication the Court must do a
balancing test. The Court must use its judicial discretion based on the factors of each case . . . .”).
52

53

D.I. 142, at 8.

In making this determination, the Court has weighed the well-settled competing interests
implicated by the ripeness analysis - - the desire for prompt resolution of disputes and the hardship
of delay weighed against the prospect of future factual developments affecting the determination to
be made, the need to conserve scarce resources and policies of the law touching upon the subject
matter of the dispute. See Schick, 533 A.2d at 1239.
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license royalties it has paid to Remb randt pu rsuant to declarations of this Court (made
at Harris’ [and Rembran dt’s] request), then this Court’s and the parties’ time, energy
and resourc es will ha ve been entirely wasted by the pretrial proceedings and trial that
will follow in this case. Under this scenario, the parties would be returned to the
status quo ante that existed before the Court’s judgment. Should Harris prevail, the
resulting declarato ry judgm ent mus t clearly convey that the licen se Harr is receives is
valid and binding upon the parties unless and until declared otherwise, and that any
such declaratio n wou ld not have retroactive effect. Otherwise, the Court would have
resolved a purely “hypothetical” dispute that was not ripe for decision. Common
sense dictates that the Court not countenance such an outcome.54
VI.
Based on the foregoing, Harris’ motion for partial summary judgment on Count
I of Rembrandt’s Co mplaint is GRA NTE D. Rembrandt’s motion to d ismiss Harris’
counterclaims for lack of subject matter jurisdiction is DEN IED.

Rembran dt’s

motion for partial summary judgment on Harris’s counterclaims is also DENIED.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

Judge Joseph R. Slights, III
Original to Prothonotary
54

See Stroud, 552 A.2d at 480.
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